
WHO WE ARE?
We are a Non-Profit organization, dedicated to
promoting the mental, emotional and physical 
health of children, youth and adults, in order to 
contribute to the strenghtening of values and the 
construction of a more harmonious community.

WHOM DO WE
IMPACT?

Teachers and
Educational

Agents

Youngs and
Teenagers

Boys and Girls

Families

WE CONTRIBUTE
TO

Eradication of
extreme poverty

Strengthening of
values

Violence
Reduction

Social Progress

Building a more
harmonious and

happy
community

We promote, in
an innovative

way, mental and
emotional health

HOW DO WE DO IT?

Education
- Law 115 of 1994 -

Entrepreneurship
and Social
Innovation

- Law 1024 of 2006 -

Environment
- Law 93 of 1993 -

Mental and
Emotional Health

- Law 1616 of Mental Health -
of 2006

STRATEGIC
LINES

Leading with Love:
Diploma for teachers (support to support).

Feeding with Love:
Healthy habits and well-being in children.

Growing with Love:
Promoting values from early childhood.

Living in Harmony:
Mental health and emotional health for social living.

Healing my Ancestors:
Healing with love, armed conflict environments.

Guardians of the Planet:
Generating environmental awareness.

Happina Kkona:
Strengthening the community of environmental

recuperators.

UnderBeing:
Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation from the being.

Being Woman:
Strengthening self-esteem, leadership and

entrepreneurial skills in women.

PROGRAMS

Personal, Family and
Social Relations

Strengthening and
Personal Development

Strengthening in Values

Social
Responsability

Inner Peace

Entrepreneurship and
Innovation

Environmental Awareness

Social Innovation

TRANSVERSAL
APPROACHES

WHERE DO WE OPERATE?WHAT DO WE DO?

Planning towards sustainability:
Strategic Planning, Support and Advice to NGO and

Entrepreneurship



CONTACT US

OUR STORIESOUR RESULTS

HOW DO WE DO IT?

Oriented to the 
formation and

transformation of people
from their individuality,

competencies,
leadership

and decision-making
capacity.

It generates
processes of
re-reflection

internalization
and willingness

to change.

 
PEDAGOGÍA

PARA EL
ALMA (PPA)

Strengthens
emotion

management and
effective

communication.

Promotes the
projection of

leadership, emotional
intelligence and personal

strengthening.

Pedagogy
for the Soul

integrates multiple
techniques

Conscious
Oxigenation

(Yoga,
Mindfulness and

others)
Outdoor
Training

with Sense

Pedagogy and
Integral

Recreation

NPL and Coaching
Inner Child,

Genealogy and
Therapies of
Forgiveness

Self-Care
and

Well-being

Inteorization
(Meditation)

Art Therapy
(Mandalas)

Values
and

Environment

contacto@laconscienciadelamor.org1D Street No. 79-66,
Cali, Valle del Cauca,

Colombia, South America

Tel: (+57) (2) 3234153 Fax: (+57) (2) 3234153 www.laconscienciadelamor.orgMobile: 317 374 05 44

@activandolaconscienciadelamor @conscienciaamor @laconscienciadelamor_ www.youtube.com/user/
conscienciadelamor

www.vimeo.com/
laconscienciadelamor

As of december 2020 
we have managed

to impact:

175,000 INDIRECT
BENEFICIARIES

MARIELA CASTILLO 
CDI El Paraíso, Potrerogrande, Distrito de 

Aguablanca, Cali, Valle del Cauca, 2014. 

GROWING WITH LOVE

".... What I have seen and he shares with us 
(his son) that what they teach him in 

Consciousness of love that he already asks 
for respect, he already asks for each cup 
please and that we treat him with love "..." 
this is one of the points that I like the most 
and that one is already treated with love, 

there are no more screams, there is 
already a harmony in the house."

BEING WOMAN
SANDRA SOSA

Palmira, Valle del Cauca, 2018.

"... with this program we have increased 
self-esteem, so that has helped us a lot 
to grow as a person and as women ... 
and give us the place and really value 

ourselves".

UNDERBEING
BRIANA

Barranquilla, Atlántico, 2014

"... Already [my children] are much safer 
and they are not ashamed to take risks, 

they are more independent, more 
responsible. In the case of my children: 

Spectacular, excellent, bone, the change 
has been wonderful".

LEADING WITH LOVE
LINA MARÍA MURILLO

CDI Creciendo Felices, Las Palmas, Cali, 
Valle del Cauca, 2013

"... this was a space for ourselves "..." is
excellent for working with children,
because there is knowledge and

practices that do not have access 
"..." it is very important to have this 
space with them  from now on ... 

and helps them in self-regulation, living 
with other children ...

increase their self-esteem ..."

FAMILIES

DIRECT
BENEFICIARIES

CHILDREN

HEADING HOUSEHOLDS 
WOMEN AND CAREGIVERS

TEENAGERS

TECHNICAL TEAM,
TEACHERS

536 COUPLES

30,438

27,005

8,099

4,501

2,350
72,393


